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The Commission’s stated objective for this proceeding is “to develop a detailed 

proposal of data enhancements and reporting requirements for consideration in this 

docket.”1  As the Commission explained in its Notice of Inquiry No. 1, this proceeding 

concerns two subjects: 

(1) “potential enhancements to the Postal Service’s data systems . . . related to 

flat-shaped mailpieces (flats),” and 

(2) “the development of consistent reporting requirements to measure, track, and 

report cost and service performance issues” related to flats.2 

At no point did the Commission suggest that this proceeding is aimed more broadly at 

the measures or sanctions the Commission should adopt in an effort to reduce flats 

costs or to improve service performance.  To the contrary, the Commission indicated at 

the start that any such inquiry is a future one, to be informed by the data-system 

enhancements and reporting requirements that are the object of this proceeding.3 

                                            
1 Order No. 4142, Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to Develop Data Enhancements and 
Reporting Requirements for Flats Issues, PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 (Oct. 4, 2017), at 4. 
2 Notice of Inquiry No. 1, PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 (Aug. 17, 2018), at 1. 
3 Order No. 4142 at 4 (“The Commission anticipates that this information will lead to the development of 
measureable goals to decrease the costs and improve the service performance of flats.”). 
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To those ends, the Commission invited commenters to submit comments on 

various discrete subjects, each of which related specifically to flats-related data systems 

and reports.4  Consistent with its pronouncements about this proceeding’s scope, the 

Commission did not provide that the comment period could be used for any outstanding 

dialogue or regulatory proposal concerning flats cost and service performance issues, 

beyond those that relate to data systems and reporting requirements.  Yet two sets of 

comments color far outside the lines drawn by the Commission. 

First, the bulk of the comments by MPA—The Association of Magazine Media 

(MPA) and the Alliance of Nonprofit Mailers (ANM) engages in explicit discussion not of 

flats data enhancements or reporting requirements, but of those parties’ comments, the 

Postal Service’s reply comments, and the Commission’s proposals in Docket No. 

RM2017-3.5  While some acknowledgment of directly relevant themes in a separate 

proceeding or explanation of the relationship in a party’s position across proceedings is 

par for the course, this is no mere ancillary context or clarification.  Rather, the brunt of 

MPA and ANM’s comments engages in dialogue with the Postal Service and the 

Commission in a separate docket on a separate topic.  In essence, MPA and ANM – 

alone among participants in Docket No. RM2017-3 – seek to get a last word on their 

preferred topics in that proceeding by way of a comment opportunity in an unrelated 

proceeding. 

                                            
4 Notice of Inquiry No. 1 at 1, 4-5. 
5 Response of MPA—The Association of Magazine Media and the Alliance of Nonprofit Mailers to Notice 
of Inquiry No. 1, PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 (Oct. 1, 2018), at 3-7.  Even MPA and ANM’s ultimate prayer 
for relief is not aimed at any action within the ambit of this proceeding, but at the Commission’s “final 
order in Docket No. RM2017-3.”  Id. at 7. 
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Second, the Association for Postal Commerce (PostCom) devotes a section of its 

comments to a number of specific remedial proposals: a detailed, multi-pronged Postal 

Service performance improvement plan, technical conferences, a moratorium on Postal 

Service rule changes, and a price-cap penalty mechanism based on performance 

against efficiency targets (accompanied by an illustrative formula).6  It would hardly 

raise an eyebrow for PostCom to argue generally for remedial measures of some kind, 

or even to hint that a specific proposal could be examined at the appropriate time.7  As 

the Commission made clear, however, this is not the proceeding for flats remedies, but 

for data and reporting enhancements that might inform a future such proceeding.  Other 

fora abound for remedial proposals like PostCom’s: potential future proceedings 

expressly aimed at flats remediation, annual compliance proceedings, a petition for 

rulemaking, Docket No. RM2017-3 (to the extent that further comment opportunities are 

provided) or a future Section 3622(d)(3) review. 

In the interest of fairness and administrative order, the offending portions of those 

comments should be struck from the record, and the commenters should refile their 

comments with those portions removed.8  If it was intended that this proceeding be used 

to discuss broader flats issues and remedies, the Commission did not provide fair notice 

of that intent, and other parties limited their comments (or chose not to file them) in 

                                            
6 Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce in Response to Notice of Inquiry No. 1, PRC Docket 
No. RM2018-1 (Oct. 1, 2018), at 6-8. 
7 See, e.g., Public Representative Response to Notice of Inquiry No. 1, PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 (Oct. 
9, 2018), at 2 [hereinafter “PR Comments”] (opining briefly that cost-cutting options are limited and that a 
pricing remedy is needed to make Periodicals and Marketing Mail Flats compensatory, before devoting 
the majority of comments to data-reporting matters). 
8 There is precedent for such a remedy.  See Presiding Officer’s Ruling Granting, in Part, Motion of 
Capital One Services, Inc. to Strike, Ruling No. C2008-3/15 (Sept. 9, 2008), at 2 (ordering the Postal 
Service to “file an amended answer within 7 days that removes the statement of general denial identified 
by Capital One”). 
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reliance on the Commission’s pronouncements.9  Nor is it fair that some participants in 

Docket No. RM2017-3 should be allowed an effective sur-reply opportunity on their 

chosen themes, when the Postal Service and other parties are precluded from 

responding to other reply comments from that proceeding.  Managing a host of ongoing 

proceedings and establishing limits and deadlines on comment opportunities (such as 

the two rounds of comments pursuant to Order No. 4258 in Docket No. RM2017-3) 

would be pointless if commenters were encouraged to seek out collateral sur-reply 

opportunities.  The Commission’s practice has been to police the subject-matter bounds 

of its proceedings more rigorously than that.10 

The Postal Service does not undertake this motion lightly.  It is well aware that 39 

C.F.R. § 3001.21(c) relegates the striking of a pleading, in whole or in part, to an 

extraordinary remedy.  But in this case, alternative remedies, such as an opportunity to 

respond to the MPA-ANM and PostCom comments, would not fully protect the larger 

interests of fairness and orderly administration.  To the contrary, a reply comment 

opportunity would continue dialogue on substantial issues unrelated to this proceeding, 

while validating MPA-ANM and PostCom’s claim of a right to expand the proceeding’s 

scope.  MPA and ANM would remain the only parties allowed to file the equivalent of 

                                            
9 Understanding the scope to be limited to data systems and reporting, the Postal Service assumed that 
there was nothing appreciable to add to its earlier submissions.  Statement of the United States Postal 
Service with Respect to Notice of Inquiry No. 1, PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 (Oct. 1, 2018).  Other 
commenters limited themselves to discussing proposals for flats cost reporting.  See generally PR 
Comments; Comments of the American Catalog Mailers Association (ACMA), PRC Docket No. RM2018-1 
(Oct. 1, 2018). 
10 See, e.g., Order No. 4697, Order Approving Use of Internal Measurement Systems, PRC Docket No. 
PI2015-1 (July 5, 2018), at 35 nn.47 & 48 (noting in passing that significant portions of certain comments 
were “beyond the scope of this docket” and, by implication, not worthy of consideration); Order No. 3760, 
Order on Price Adjustments for Special Services Products and Related Mail Classification Changes, PRC 
Docket No. R2017-1 (Dec. 15, 2016), at 10 (finding that “this docket is not the appropriate proceeding for 
the Postal Service’s proposed classification change to [Collect on Delivery] service”). 
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sur-reply comments in Docket No. RM2017-3.  Meanwhile, the Commission would have 

set a precedent that threatens the foundations of its case-management prerogatives.  

As with the material that the Commission ordered to be struck in Docket No. RM2015-7, 

the material at issue here simply has no place in this proceeding, according to the clear 

parameters that the Commission set forth in its initial order and notice of inquiry.11 

For the reasons described above, the Postal Service requests the following 

extraordinary relief: 

• With respect to the MPA-ANM Comments, strike the entirety of footnotes 

1, 2, and 3 (including the attachment to the pleading that is cited in 

footnote 2) and all content that follows the first paragraph on page 5. 

• With respect to the PostCom comments, strike section 6 on pages 6 

through 8. 

• In both instances, the parties should refile amended comments with these 

changes (and no others). 

 

             Respectfully submitted, 

  UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
 
  By its attorney: 
 
  Jacob D. Howley 
 
475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20260-1137 
(202) 268-8917 
October 10, 2018 

                                            
11 See Order No. 2646, Order Granting Motions to Strike, PRC Docket No. RM2015-7 (Aug. 10, 2015), at 
14-15 (striking an expert report filed in reply comments as beyond the scope of comments contemplated 
in the Commission’s original order). 


